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Abstract: In this paper, we experimentally demonstrated an Autler–Townes splitting (ATS)
effect in a cascaded optical whispering gallery mode resonator system. Although elec-
tromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) has been investigated as an interesting Fano
resonance in the recent decades, the critical resonance matched condition of a high-quality
factor resonator and a low-quality factor resonator makes EIT difficult to realize and hardly
tunable. In contrast, ATS requires relatively simple system configurations, and the effect
can be preserved over a large tuning range. In our approach, a theoretical model based
on coupled mode theory is developed, and the methodology of creating and controlling the
ATS modes is demonstrated. In our experiment, the optical resonators have a loaded quality
factor of about 3 × 105 and cascaded in a strong coupling condition. For the experimental
demonstration, a thermo-optical mechanism is utilized to control the splitting modes in our
system. The asymmetric shape of a splitting resonances shift has a perfect fit with the theo-
retical calculations and numerical modeling results. Utilizing the precise tenability of splitting
modes, the ATS has an extra degree of freedom to perform resonance tuning, which has
become an ideal method to overcome the current detection limit.

Index Terms: Autler–Townes splitting (ATS), coupled disk resonators, tunable photonics,
thermo-optical effect.

1. Introduction
The coherent interaction between two resonance photons always results in a transparent window
in photonics absorption or transmission spectrum. Some observations of those effects are reported
as electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [1]–[3] and Autler-Townes splitting (ATS) [4].
EIT is known as a result of Fano interference between two resonance pathways and has received
numerous research interests in last decades, especially in optical [5]–[10] and opto-mechanical
fields [11]–[12]. The transparent peak displays high quality (Q) factor and slow light effect at the
resonance point in the EIT. It brings about many application possibilities such as next generation
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optical data storage [13], optical switching [14]–[16] and atomic cooling [17]–[19]. The EIT system
requires high Q and low Q resonators, coupled together in a solid state at one particular resonant
frequency. Hence, the conditions for an optical system to realize and maintain at EIT state are
difficult so that any disturbance will finally migrate the system to other Fano resonance states.
This unique criterion brings a lot of challenges in implementing the tunability of the EIT peaks,
as well as in assembling the system with flexible photonic [20], [21] and opto-fluidic systems [22],
[23]. Moreover, the strong light-matter interaction in the transparent peak reveals narrow operation
bandwidth that is hard to be designed for any particular frequencies in absorption optical sensing
applications such as bio-particles detections [24]–[26]. On the other hand, ATS, despite having
similar transmission spectra as EIT, has only been explored in the field of optical resonator field
very recently [27], [28]. This is mainly due to the difficulties in distinguishing between the EIT
phenomena and ATS phenomena [29], [30]. ATS is the splitting of energy level that is induced
by the optical field mixing. It is usually not associated with interference processes. For the ATS,
the resonance mode in the transmission or reflection spectra will split into two associated modes.
The spectrum between the two peaks are effectively transparent to the system. It has been used
for measuring the electric dipole moment for transaction [31] and spin orbit interaction quantum
control [32]. Recently, applications using ATS phenomena in optical field received much greater
attention. The splitting resonances help in the detection of particle numbers on an ultra-high Q
microresonator [33], and enhancement of label free biosensing using optical microcavity [34].
Attributed to the self-referencing of the two degenerated resonances, the ATS can demonstrate
a higher level of sensitivity and resolution because the balancing state of the resonances can
eliminate an unexpected disturbance. The effective refractive index (ERI) around the ATS modes
can lead to extremely large non-linear coupling between the probe field and other external fields.
Hence, the interaction between the optical field and the external matters has been greatly enhanced
by the slow light in the transparent window which makes the ATS system a perfect sensing platform.
Utilizing the splitting modes, we have an extra degree of freedom to perform resonance tuning. It
is an ideal way to overcome the current limitation of optical sensing techniques such as the index
shifting and mechanical deformation methods, especially in ultra-low concentration media. Other
optical sensing devices such as the Vernier effect, with indirect two-ring cascaded system, usually
require a large footprint and wide operating bandwidth, which limits the number of active channels
[35]–[38]. Compared with EIT phenomena, the transparent window from ATS is a few orders wider in
wavelength, while having similar transmission gain and group delay. Thus, the ATS system has great
potential to be implemented in multichannel parallel devices for optical integrated circuits (OIC).

In this scenario, maintenance of the high level balance of the ATS is important in the design
principle. However, the non-uniformity in the fabrication process [39] will finally affect the mode
splitting configuration of the coupled resonators. Hence, a reconfigurable splitting-mode resonators
which can eliminate the fabrication non-uniformity is desirable in the development of ultra-sensitive
sensors. In this paper, we investigate theoretically and experimentally a thermo-optically tunable
ATS system using two orthogonally coupled whispering gallery mode (WGM) micro disk resonators.
The thermos-optically tunable system demonstrates the compact and precise characteristics and
is able to perform the individual control of each resonator in the large integrated system. The
thermo-optical control of the ATS system dramatically changes the linear absorption and dispersion
properties that is reflected in the transmission response.

2. Theoretical Model and Simulations
We begin our investigation by considering a cascaded two level system of coupled optical resonators
to generate the ATS. As shown in Fig. 1(a), two WGM disk resonators are cascaded orthogonally to
the bus waveguide, which are denoted as D1 and D2 accordingly. The complex intra-cavities field
amplitude A1 and A2 can be described by the coupled mode theory (CMT) [13], [22], [25]:

dA 1

dt
=

(
jω − 1

τ1
− 1

τc

)
A 1 +

√
1
τc

A i − jκA 2 (1)
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a coupled WGM dual disk resonators; A1 and A2 represent the complex intra-
cavities field amplitude of resonator D1 and D2. τ is the photon lifetime constant, and κ represents
the coupling coefficient between the D1 and D2. The input light with frequency ω and amplitude Ai is
pumped to the system from the left side, and the transmission light with amplitude Ao is collected at the
right side. (b) Normalized transmission plot obtained from theoretical equations. The intrinsic Q factor
of the disk resonators is based on the measurement data of the device. Hence, the intrinsic decay rate
of the disk resonator at 1550 nm is calculated as 1 GHz; the waveguide to disk coupling decay rate
is set to be 0.2 GHz; the coupling coefficient κ is set to be 10 GHz. (c) Three-dimensional schematic
drawing of the fabricated coupled WGM dual disk resonator and the SEM image.

dA 2

dt
=

(
jω − 1

τ2

)
A 2 − jκA 1 (2)

where ω0 is the resonance frequency of the disk resonator, probe light ω is propagated through
bus waveguide, and the frequency of the probe light will scan across the whole spectrum. τ is the
resonance time constant which is related to the quality factor of the resonance by ω0/2Q = 1/τ. 1/τc

represents the decay rate of the coupling between the bus waveguide and the disk resonator D1.
The coupling coefficient between the two cascaded disks are denoted as κ in (1) and (2). Under
steady-state conditions, the system transfer function can be given by

∣∣∣∣A o

A i

∣∣∣∣
2

=
∣∣∣∣∣∣1 + j

ω1

2Q c

(
ω + j ω2

2Q 2

)

k2 −
(
ω + j ω1

2Q 1
+ j ω1

2Q c

) (
ω + j ω2

2Q 2

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (3)

From (3), we can conclude that the overall system transmission spectrum is related to the coupling
coefficient κ and intrinsic resonance wavelength ω1 and ω2 of the D1 and D2, respectively. Based
on our designed cascaded system, in an ideal case, when the two disk resonators have the same
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Fig. 2. Normalized transmission plot obtained from (3). The detuning of the input light frequency is from
−20 GHz to 20 GHz. The color bar represents the normalized transmission power. (a) and (b) are the
transmission plot and phase plot of the system transfer function under 1/τ = 1 GHz; 1/τc = 0.2 GHz;
the coupling coefficient κ varies from 0 to 10 GHz. (c) and (d) are the transmission plot and phase plot
of the system transfer function under 1/τ = 1 GHz. 1/τc = 0.2 GHz. Coupling coefficient κ changes
from 0 to 10 GHz. The intrinsic resonance detuning ωd varies from −5 to 5 GHz.

intrinsic resonance condition, the transmission port of bus waveguide shows a splitting in resonance
with identical line shape and Q factors, as shown in Fig. 1(b), the theoretical plot of a normalized
transmission spectra of the cascaded WGM resonator system under the condition that the two disk
resonators are identical. In this case, (3) can be rewritten as∣∣∣∣A o

A i

∣∣∣∣
2

=
∣∣∣∣1 − jC

ω′

(ω′ + κ) (ω′ − κ)

∣∣∣∣
2

. (4)

The identical disk resonators imply that ω1 = ω2, Q1 = Q2 and the strong coupling condition
ensure that Qc ≤≤ Q1. Hence, the two Eigenfrequencies designate the two states of the system
centered with the disk resonant frequency ω0. These two split resonance can be denoted as ω+
and ω−.

From (3), the tuning of the ATS can be done by varying the coupling coefficient κ or the disks’
intrinsic resonances. The coupling coefficient could be controlled by manipulating the coupling gap
distance between the two disk resonators. Fig. 2(a) and (b) illustrate the calculated transmission
of the system using (3). The detuning of the input light frequency is from −20 GHz to 20 GHz
and the coupling coefficient is tuned from 0 to 10 GHz. The color bar represents the normalized
transmission power. Fig. 2(a) depicts that as the coupling coefficient increases, the transmission
shows an ATS profile and the two split modes are separated by two times of the coupling coefficient
κ. The transparent window between the ω+ and ω− become fully transparent when the coupling
coefficient is about two times of the disk resonators decay rate. The extinction ratio and the Q factor
of the ω+ and ω− drop can be observed through the phase change plot of the transmission, as
shown in Fig. 2(b).
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Fig. 3. Three-dimensional FDTD simulations results of coupled WGM disk resonators. (a) Spectra of
d1 detuned to the higher resonance frequency. (b) Spectra without detuning. (c) Spectra of d1 detuned
to the lower resonance frequency. (d) Spectra of d1 detuned to the threshold frequency. Electrical
field distributions of coupled WGM resonator are plotted for each case. (i) ω+ transmission dip, (ii) ω0
resonance, and (iii) ω− dip. In case (ii), the energy scale bar depicts the resonance in the disk and
shows two orders of magnitude smaller than cases (i) and (ii), implying a waveguide transmission in the
wavelength.

Considering the ATS will only show symmetrical profile when the two disk resonators operate
in coherent condition, we can further design the tuning mechanism of coupled optical resonators
by varying its intrinsic resonance frequency, such as ω1 + ωd = ω2, where the ωd is the resonance
detuning of the D1 resonator. The system transfer function prediction is plotted in Fig. 2(c) and (d).
The detuning of the input light frequency is from −20 GHz to 20 GHz and resonance difference is
tuned from −5 GHz to 5 GHz. We can observe from the bottom of Fig. 2(a) that the ATS lost its
symmetric profile as the resonance conditions of the D1 and D2 differs. The ω− resonance shows
higher extinction ratio than the ω+ at −5 GHz resonance differences condition. As the resonance
differences gradually increase to 5 GHz, the extinction ratio drops on the ω− and increases on the ω+.
The separation of the ω− and ω+ is also modified by the resonance detuning. The ATS modes exhibit
the avoid crossing when the detuning is zero in the middle part of the Fig. 3(c) plot. The smallest
separation of the transmission dips happens at this condition. However, the transparency level of
the modes’ separation window is enhanced by the detuning of the disk resonance wavelength. The
phase plot shown in Fig. 2(d) illustrates the extinction ratio and the Q factor changes.

The three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) is deployed to characterize our de-
signed ATS system. Fig. 3 shows the numerical simulation results of the cascaded WGM resonators.
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The spectrum shown in Fig. 3(b) depicts the zero-detuning case. We can observe two identical
Lorentzian line shape bus waveguide transmission as we sweep the probe frequency around the
resonance wavelength. The identical linewidth and transmission dip are attributed by the same res-
onance condition of the two WGM resonators which perfectly matches with the calculated results.
The corresponding electrical field plots are shown at the bottom of Fig. 3(b), and the three plotted
resonance frequencies are the ω+, ω0 and ω− dips, respectively. In the electric field plots of the dips
in Fig. 3(b) (i) and (iii), the resonance E-field in D1 and D2 show an identical profile. The mode
energy is equally distributed to both of the coupled WGM resonator.

In Fig. 3(a), the resonance of the D1 is detuned to higher frequency, e.g., a blue shift, where ω1 =
ω2 − ωd, where ω1 represent the resonance frequency of D1. The ATS modes show asymmetrical
profile. The ω+ dip has narrower linewidth and higher extinction ratio than the ω− one which are
perfectly matched with the theoretical calculations. The electric field plots in Fig. 3(a) depicts the
resonance conditions of the two dips. The mode energy shows the different domination of the WGM
resonance power among the two transmission dips. The resonance detune of the D1 enhance the
resonance power trapped in it. On the contrary, as shown in Fig. 3(c), as we detune the resonance
of the D1 to a lower frequency, the asymmetrical profile is still present; however, the ω− dip has
narrower line width and have higher extinction ratio. The electrical field profiles shown in Fig. 3(c)
also show the dominant resonance reverses its position, in accordance with the transmission dip
positions. As we continue detuning the intrinsic resonance of D1, the blue shift of the intrinsic
resonance will lead the optical energy stored more in blue shift mode and vice versa. As the
resonance detuning to a threshold, one of the splitting modes, in this case is ω−, will disappear
as the optical energy is completely shifted, as shown in Fig. 3(d). The dip appears on the lower
wavelength region of Fig. 3(d) is the other resonance mode of the coupled disk resonators.

The middle electric field plots (ii) in Fig. 3(a)–(d) depict the electric field profile in the middle of the
transparent window. This particular frequency is the intrinsic frequency of the two disk resonators.
However, the mode energy in the plot (ii) shows two orders smaller than the other two cases, implies
that at this particular frequency, optical filed will couple back to the main bus waveguide and reveals
a transparent window. As shown in Fig. 3(b) (ii), at the symmetry condition, the mode energy will
go through the bus waveguide and D2 resonator. In the case of the resonance detuning of D1, the
energy distribution will split to D1 at the intrinsic resonance wavelength. Detuning direction does
not affect the energy distribution graph and so that the plots in Fig. 3(a) (ii) and Fig. 3(c) (ii) are
similar. Moreover, the energy level shown in D2 in both the cases is lower than the one shown in
plot Fig. 3(b) (ii).

3. Device Fabrication
To experimentally demonstrate the tuning in the coupled resonator ATS system, we fabricated our
system on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer with 220-nm-thickness silicon (Si) device layer, as
shown in Fig. 1(c). In the design principle, the same radii of two Si disks ensure the zero-detuning
of their resonance. For the fabrication process, the SOI wafer surface will first be patterned with
the photonic structures, including disks and waveguides using deep-UV lithography and dry etched
using reactive-ion etching (RIE). The bus waveguide is 260 nm in width which ensure the single
mode propagation. At the edge of the chips, the waveguide tapers in to 250 nm in width which is
designed to match the modes to our taper fiber. The radius of the Si disk is optimized to 5 μm to
enhance the thermal efficiency. Next, the whole structure was covered by a silicon dioxide (SiO2)
cladding layer. To meet critical coupling condition and to comply with fabrication capability, the gaps
between the waveguides and disks are designed to be 240 nm. To ensure the strong coupling
condition between the two resonators, the gap between two disks is set to be 180 nm. From the
theoretical model equation (3), the ATS can be tuned with the coupling gap as well as the intrinsic
resonance of the resonator. However, the fabrication technique we currently have is only optical
lithography method and the best critical dimension control is around 170–190 nm. Hence, the
demonstration of disk gap manipulation is beyond our current capabilities. Next, the microheater
is deployed on top of the D1 with the following via to connect to the aluminum electrode pad on
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Fig. 4. Measurement results of coupled disk WGM resonators under various bias current addressed to
the microheater. The measurement power is normalized to have 10 dB different between every adjacent
bias current cases.

top of the chip. Finally, a 1 μm deep trench was etched by Deep-RIE at the end of the waveguide
to obtain a smooth coupling sidewall surface for fiber end coupling. The SEM image of fabricated
devices is shown in the inset of Fig. 1(c).

4. Results and Discussions
Active manipulation of the ATS resonance of the coupled WGM resonators can be achieved via
thermo-optic effect. By varying the ambient temperature, the refractive index of Si can be changed
and this induces a shift in the optical resonance frequency. A Cr micro-heater with a rectangular
shape of 10 um in length and 4 um in width is deposited on top of D1 with a 600 nm thick of SiO2

cladding layer. And then the heater is covered by 2 um thick of oxide with aluminum via to connect
the aluminum electrical pad on the chip surface. Because of the heat dissipation, the localized
temperature for the entire system has a gradient in the longitudinal direction. Hence, the resonance
detuning of the D1 and D2 will be reflected in the system transmission spectrum. The measured
total resistance of the heater is 148 � and controlling power from 0 to 0.33 mW are supplied. The
experimental transmission spectrum under different bias current are shown in Fig. 4. These are
obtained by monitoring the transmission through the bus waveguide as an external tunable laser is
scanned in the frequency range of the optical resonance.

The ATS resonances of the coupled WGM resonator are depicted in Fig. 4. We first observe that
in zero-bias condition, the splitting resonance mode is not symmetrical, which is quite similar to
the condition shown in Fig. 3(a). This is caused by the non-uniformity of the fabrication process
which modifies the intrinsic resonance modes of D1 and D2, resulting in a higher resonance
frequency for D1. To demonstrate the tunability of the splitting modes, we first tune the resonance
frequency of the resonator to have ω1 = ω2. As we increase the power pumped into the micro-
heater from 0 mA to 1 mA, the entire spectrum shifts by 0.427 nm to higher wavelengths due to
the increasing temperature and hence the ERI. We also observe a 20 dB intensity difference of the
bonding splitting mode dip. As the detuning current reaches 0.8 mA, the transmission dips become
symmetric. This implies that the zero-detuning condition is achieved and D1 and D2 have the same
resonance frequency. At this stage, the transmission spectra shows two nearly identical Lorentzian
lineshape transmission dips (light blue line in Fig. 4). As we further detune the resonance frequency
of the D1 beyond the zero-detuning condition, the asymmetric transmission dip shows up again.
As described above, instead of the ω+ dip, the ω− dip of the ATS mode has a higher extinction
ratio. These experimental results matched perfectly with our simulation prediction that the splitting
resonance is specifically controllable by detuning on the coupled resonator disk.

In Fig. 4, with the detuning current above 1 mA, we can observe that the transmission dips become
the mirror image of the case without thermal control. When we further detune the resonance of
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Fig. 5. (a) Relationship of the pumped current and the Q factor of the ATS modes. (b) Relationship of
the pumped current and the transparent window width of the ATS modes.

D1 resonator by applying 1.2 mA current, the ATS disappeared. Only one strong dip is left in the
transmission spectra. Based on the measurements, the resonance shows the splitting profile below
1mA input and merged resonance beyond this threshold. This is caused by over-detuning of D1
which destroys the coupling condition between the cascaded disks, hence resulting in merged
single disk transmission spectrum.

The Q factors of the two ATS dips are plotted against the pumped current in Fig. 5(a). We can
see a clear trend of Q factor dropping of ω+ dip and increasing of ω− dip as the pumped current
increases. The overlapping point represents the balance point for this device which is near 0.78 mA.
We can further observe the second order relationship between the transparent window width and
the pumped current from Fig. 5(b). The minimum dip separation also happens at the balance point.
This can be easily understood via the electric field plot in Fig. 3. In the case of ω+ dip domination, the
optical power is mainly stored in the D1 resonator, where the microheater lays on top. Hence, the ω+
dip will shift more since D1 experience larger temperature change. In the case of ω− dip domination,
as shown in Fig. 3(c), the optical power is also stored in the D1. Hence, the ω− dip shifts more in
those cases. For the thermo-optical tuning efficiency, resonance shifting and extinction ratio tuning
are observed with efficiency of 2.885 nm/mW and 140.16 dB/mW, as shown in Fig. 4, respectively.
We obviously found that the extinction ratio tuning is more efficient than the resonance shifting. The
heat dissipation shifts the spectra and also causes the intrinsic detune of the two disk resonators.
By carefully designing the heat dissipation barrier, e.g., trenches around the D1, between the two
disks, we can highly enhance the efficiency of the extinction ratio tuning.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, an Autler-Townes splitting methodology is demonstrated using the coupled mode
theory in a cascaded optical resonator structure. Through the steady state transfer function, precise
control of the ATS mode profile and the transparent window is achieved by linearly modifying the
resonance frequency of one optical resonator. In our approach, we use two coupled whispering
gallery mode disk resonators, deployed with microheater on top of one of the disks. Thermo-optic
effect is used to control and manipulate the ATS performance of the proposed coupled disks. It
shows efficient reconfiguration of the ATS mode by resonance detuning, which implies that the
coupled disks resonators have great potential in ultra-sensitive bio particle sensing as the split
modes provide an extra dimension to respond to the sensing signal. In our experiment, the optical
resonators are made of Si and have loaded quality factor about 3 × 105. We observe a complete
asymmetric ATS tuning and an avoid crossing of the split modes under 0.15 mW of thermal power
pump and 0.1 nm transparent window change.
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